
Voiceover ideas

- mathew 

- imogen


Script film 
1. Feet moving rushedly. Sound of moving and cracking leaves 
- There is no time to stop for Abidish (today). It’s only Monday yet routines have already managed 

to sink his shoulders and fasten his feet. /

There is no time for Abidish today. It’s only monday yet he has already managed to let the weight 
of the week sink his shoulders and fasten his feet 


He will not let himself tread on the dry leaves of autumn and (slowely/powerfully) savour their 
complaint/ranting under his feet. Today there is no time for such childish stupidities./ No time for 
such childish stupidities!


STUPIDIT… (Word interrupted by the cracking of the nut under his feet)

2. Feet steps on nut (CRACK!) 
3. As camera zooms out — ECO of the crack (sound slowed down) 
5. Wiggles it to hear what’s inside (RECORD NUT WIGGLE) 
- What is a walnut doing in Britain there are no such fruits here. How bizarre. There must be some 

kind of trick on the inside. No/Come on, He has no time for such preposterous challenges 
/ 
How Bizarre, walnuts on Britain…There must be some kind of trick on the inside, there always is. 
No, he has no time for such preposterous challenges. (Look away and look back at it from the 
corner of his eye.) 

But Abidish is one of those people who finds competition in everything that resists him.  He 
cannot go on with his day in this way 
/ 
But (As many others)  Abidish lives on constant a competition with life. Everything that resists itself 
to him has to be cracked open./ If something dares to resist to him it will have to be cracked open. 
/ 
He is one of those who lives in a constant competition with life and if this walnut is trying to resist 
itself to him it must be cracked open/ it needs to be cracked open. 
7. Fast shots of trying to crack it— sounds. 

11-12. Ends up defeated looking at the nut: 
- YES, he has definitely underestimated what has now, OFFICIALLY, become his enemy. He has 

to be smarter, he will learn every detail about it, find its vulnerabilities, and then… CRACK IT. 
/ 
YES, this walnut has now OFFICIALLY become his enemy. He will have to study it more carefully… 

13- 15.  
- You can discover the truth in anything once it starts moving. 
- When things strart moving they forget to hide themselves 

(18. MMMh this will not be enough…) 



24. 
Maybe he's not understanding it because he hasn't put himself in its shoes… But how could he, 
it’s a nut for god’s sake/crying out loud! 
(act for a second as if he feels stupid and reluctant but slowly starts to loosen up) 
—- (as shots pass of him imitating the nut he starts being more exagerated) 
Maybe he has something to learn from this mysterious brown shell 
/ 
Soon imitating a walnut no longer seems strange, in fact, it becomes rather liberating…As usual, 
Abidish enters the world of imagination and forgets what he was looking for at the start. 
/ 
As usual, Abidish drifts into the world of his imagination and forgets what he was looking for at the 
start./ on the first place. 

25. Music while he starts to wake up— when hands takes the nut from the bed it chaneges pace 
and start being more lively. 
——————————————————— 
27. (You need to give them something to hold over you so that they can feel safe- Violeta Sofia) 
It doesn’t seem fair being the only one receiving the answers anymore. You have to give things 
something that they can hold over you, so that they feel safe enough to show you back their 
secrets. 
/ 
You have to let life hold things over you if you want it to open back  
/ 
You have to let life hold things against you if you want it to show you its secrets.As they say trust is 
a two way street. 
/ 
You have to let life hold things over your head to learn its secrets in return 

Abidish knows that you can’t get all the answers if you are the only one making them  

it seems more and more obvious 

The fresh morning makes it even more obvious that  

The fresh morning makes it even clearer to Abidish that life will 

The rawness of the morning after the vulnerability of the night makes it even more obvious to 
abisish that you need to let your life/reality hold things over your head in order for it to show you its 
secrets in return. 

The incomparable rawness/honesty of the morning… 
- that follows 
- That comes 
- After knowing 
- From knowing  
…. our innermost exposure of desires during the night 

The unmatched honesty of the morning after learning our innermost desires overnight 
/ 
The unmatched honesty of the morning after learning the innermost desires of our unconscious 
overnight 

— introduce his dreams. Wild but he can’t remember completely 

Tonight Abidish was a crippling  



tonight Abidish has been a limping clock walking between the hours following an odd-numbered 
rattle. 

Abidish has been a clock tonight. After a fatal time change, he has been struck by a chronic 
limping that made him spend the night between odd numbers 

Tonight/ In dreams Abidish has becomed a crippled clock, which unable to adapt to the winter 
timechange has developed a chronic limping which has had him walking/jumping between odd 
numbers all night 

In dreams Abidish has become a (crippled) clock , which unable to adapt to the winter 
timechange, has developed a chronic limping which has had him … 
- jumping between odd numbers all night 
- Missing out on even numbers all night 

yet, waking up to find himself surrounded by the incomparable harshness of the morning, it has 
become even more obvious to him 

The unmatched honesty of the morning after learning our innermost desires overnight 
/ 
The unmatched honesty of the morning after learning the innermost desires of our unconscious 
overnight 

yet, waking up to the uncomparable rawness of the moring has made Abidish  

yet, The unmatched honesty of the morning after learning his innermost fears overnight made it 
even more clear to abidish that in order for life to dismantle it’s secrets to/before him he needed to 
let it/give it things to hold against him./hold things over his head 

recap… 

In dreams Abidish has become a (crippled) clock , which unable to adapt to the winter 
timechange, has developed a chronic limping which has had him … 
- jumping between odd numbers all night 
- Missing out on even numbers all night 

yet, The unmatched honesty of the morning after learning his innermost fears overnight made it 
even more clear to abidish that in order for life to dismantle it’s secrets to/before him he needed to 
let it/give it things to hold against him./hold things over his head 

29. As with everything else, the more you learn about something the wider that subject becomes, 
and the more questions it raises/ answers you seek… 
- So abidish is determined to ask them today 
- The only way of getting them is to ask the questions and listen 

30.-32. Maybe the answers just lead to new questions. One can be searching for a nut when it 
finds a falling leave. One can look at leave and wonder what falling really is. 

From this point of view everything seems unknown and I seem to have become a child again, 
trying to understand what is hidden behind each  

Everything has become unknown to him, like a child there seems to be meaning behind every line. 



Everything has become unknown to him, there seems to be meaning behind every line. Like a child   
there is no  

Everything seems unknown to him now. Like a child he now sees meaning behind every line. 

Now everything seems unknown to him. Like a child, he (now) sees the meaning behind every line. 

Now it all seems unknown to him. Like a child, he (now) sees the meaning behind everything. 

43.  
Like pages of a book we need to share the weight of our story. 
To share our life.


